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ORDER AFFIRMING RESPONDENT’S SEPTEMBER 20, 2017DECISION
INTRODUCTION
The court's presumptionis
is

this case

arose for

two

the petitioners, Kip Bergman, Scot Gasho, Jane Harper,

and George Tebbe

(2)

primary reasons. The

first

Philip Overdorf, Brent Snow

with the reconstruction plan adopted by the
respondent, Big Cicero Creek Joint Drainage Board (”Board") because they feel very
(”Petitioners”) disagree

‘

on Big Cicero Creek and as a
corollary to thls feeling ls that they should not be forced to pay for it. The second
reason this casé arose is that the Petitioners feel that the Board was not fully transparent
With its intentions. The Board’s intention, in 2014, was t0 fund a future reconstruction!
of Big Cicero Creek Via an increased maintenance assessment. The Board adopted a

strongly

-

it

will not address or alleviate the flooding

>

maintenance agsessment in 2014 knowing that it was larger than What was needed for

:

annual maintenance. The Board intended to create a surplus over a number of years

and then transfer 75%

I

down payment on a partial
The Petitioners, among others, paid the

of that surplus to use as a

reconstructionEOf Big Cicero Creek.

maintenance assessment and the Board received those payments

them for 1econstruction purposes

at a later date

No

one asked

fully intending to

f01 judicial

i

use

review or
I

otherwise appealed the Board’s 2014 increased maintenance assessment and the lssue of
the propriety of that merease

is

not at issue today. The lssue

transfer excess; from the maintenance

is

Whether the Board may

fund t0 its reconstruction fund. The established
statutory scheme allows the collection 0f up to eight (8) times the estimated annual cost
of periodic maintenance of a drain and then later transfer 75% of that excess to a
\
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,t

and conclusions
collect maintenance and

reconstruction fIIJnd. Before setting forth the court’s findings 0f fact

law, the court shall detail the standard methods to

of

reconstruction afssessments.
I

\

Assessment Collection Methods
In general, a drainage board has
It

two

(2)

means

to get

money from landowners.

can levy a maintenance assessment for payment of ongoing maintenance expenses

inherent in any drain. The second

method is to levy a reconstruction assessment to pay

for the reconstruction of a portion of a drain. Conceptually the distinction is

maintenance coéts are for ongoing obligations and reconstruction costs are for one time
or infrequent repair issues. The statutory deﬁnitions for maintenance and
reconstruction are located at 1C 36-9-27—2 which references IC 36-9-27-34. Maintenance
1s:

1

C)A regulated drain is in need 0f periodic maintenance When, With or
without the use of mechanical equipment, it can be made to perform the
function for Which
all

affected land

it

was designed and constructed, and to properly drain

under current conditions, by periodically:

(1)C1eaning it;

(2)8praying

it;

(3)Removing obstructions from it; and
(4)Ma1<ing

minor repairs

t0

it.

IC 36-9-27—34(C). Reconstruction is defined as
(b)A regulated drain
(1)It will

is

in

need of reconstruction When:

not perform the function for Which it was designed and

consu‘ucted;
(2)It

no longer conforms

at the time

to the

when the legal

maps,

profiles,

and plans prepared

drain was established; or

(3)T0pographica1 or other changes have

made the

drain inadequate

to properly drain the lands affected without extensive repairs or
i

'

changes, including:

(A)Converting

,

a

-

tile'd

all

0r part 0f an

tiled drain qr

drain to an open drain;

(B)Adding an open drain t0 a tiled drain or a tiled drain t0
an open drain;

,

a

open drain to a
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(C)Increasing the size of the

tile;

(D)Deepening or widening an open drain;
(E)Extending the length of a drain;

(F)Changing the course 0f a drain;
(G)Constructing drainage detention basins and drainage
control dams;

(H)Providing for erosion control and for grade stabilization
structures; or

(I)Ma1<ing any major Change to a drainage system that

would be of public utility.

,

i

1C

36—9-27—34(b)f.

The
methods.

scheme to collect money from landowners is similar for both
must give public notice, make estimates of costs, allocate these

stahitory

A bo‘érd

to aﬁfected landowners,

costs;

hold a public hearing, hear objections, and then make finding?

Any money collected under each method is kept in separate funds. The wrinkle at play
'

here

is

a drainage board may accumulate an excess in its maintenance account per IC

368-2743, Which states as follows:

any year a maintenance fund established under section 44 [IC 36- 927-44] of this chapter has an unencumbered balance equal to or greater
a)If 1n

than four

(4)

the drain for

times the estimated annual cost of periodically maintaming

which the fund was

established, the annual assessment for

the maintenance of that drain

may be omitted for that year.

(b)The county drainage board

may collect the drain assessment even

though the unencumbered balance of the maintenance fund
greater than four

(4)

is

equal to or

times the estimated annual cost 0f periodic

maintenance of the drain for which the fund was established

if

the

drainage board does the following:

(1)Conducts a public hearing in accordance With section 40 [IC 369~27~40] of this chapter.

(2)At the public hearing estimates

What the unencumbered balancé

of the maintenance fund would be, as a multiple of the estimated

annual cost of periodic maintenance of the drain,
collection of the total

after the

amount that the board intends to collect in

assessments.
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However, .the annual assessment for the maintenance of the drain
shall be

omitted

if,

according to the estimate of the board, the

collection of the intended total

increase the

amount of assessments would

unencumbered balance of the maintenance fund to

equal or exceed eight

(8)

times the estimated annual cost of periodic

maintenance of the drain for which the fund was established.
If

the surgveyor reports to the board that the balance in the maintenance fund

excess of the anhual maintenance costs, then the board

fund to

its

may

transfer

up to 75%

reconstruction account. IC 36-9-27455 reads:
(ajThis section applies

is

in

of the
'

when a county surveyor advises

the drainage

béard that in the county surveyor’s opinion a maintenance fund has a
balance in excess of the

amount reasonably needed

in that

fund for

maintenance work in the foreseeable future.

may transfer an amount up to a maximum of seventy—five
pércent (75 %) 0f the money in the maintenance fund to a reconstruction
(b)The board

fund that covers the same watershed as the maintenance fund from which
the

There

is

n0

money is transferred.

'

explicit statutory prohibition for

a board to create a maintenance account

excess with the intent to fund a future reconstruction project.

FINDINGS OF FACT
Pursuant tOIIC 36—9-27-14,

ther

court has

made the following findings based upon the

record before the Big Cicero Creek Joint Drainage Board and filed with the court:
1.

2.

The Board was establishgd in 1991 pursuant t0 IC 36-9—2744 to govern and
regulatethe Big Cicero Creek drain, Which affected Tipton, Boone, Clinton, and
Hamiltoh counties. The Board regulates and governs no othef drams other than
the Big Cicero Creek drain. The watershed regulated by the Board consists of
85, 341.18 acres, 8,338 parcels and 3, 811 lots.

On July 23, 2014, the Board held a public meeting at which the surveyors
discussed that

all

the county surveyors agreed for the

maintenrance assessments to

passed

a:

up to 8 times the yearly

need

to raise the

assessment.

The Board

motion to take the surveyors' report under advisement.

1

3.

On Septj'ember 17, 2014, the surveyors of Tipton County, Hamilton County,
Boone County and Clinton County submitted a report to the Board outlining
their request that the Board increase the maintenanée assessments as they had

-|
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‘

I

not been faised in twenty-one

(21)

years and that the solutions for solving issues

3

3

'

have outstripped the current maintenance funds and were not adequate to keep
up With the maintenance needs of the drain. The surveyors also requested the
Board inci‘ease the limitation on the maintenance fund to up to 8 times the
ahnual maintenance assessment as allowed in Section 43 of the Indiana Drainage

Code as

this

would allow the Board t0 utilize maintenance funds to fully pay 0r

pay for future reconstruction projects as Section 45.5 of the Drainage
Code alldwed a transfer 0f up to 75% of the maintenance fund to pay for
reconstruction projects and eliminate assessments for future reconstruction
partially

on Big Cicero Creek.

projects

On October 17, 2014, Notice was sent to landowners stating, in relevant part

.

"You are Ehereby notiﬁed that the maintenance report of the Tipton, Hamilton,
Boone 8: Clinton County Surveyors and the schedule of assessments made by the
Big Cicero Creek Drainage Board have been filed and are available for public

inspecﬁoh in the ofﬁces of the Tipton, Hamilton, Boone

&:

Clinton County

Surveyors." The notice also provided a linkto the Surveyors‘ Report to the Board.
‘

f

.

The Notice also stated that a public hearing was scheduled for November 19,
2014, on the maintenance report and schedule of assessments.

The Board held a public hearing on November 19, 2014, ﬁnd issued "Writtén
Findings and Order" adopting and approving the maintenance report and
schedule 0f assessments as reported by the County surveyors in their report;

.

.

The Recérd 0f The Big Cicero Creek Joint Drainage Board filed With the cQurt
does noticonta'in any evidence that any petition for judicial review was filed
following the November 19, 2014 “Written Findings and Order" of the Board
adopting, and approving the maintenance report.

On August 16, 2017, the Tipton County Surveyor submitted a Surveyor's Report
Open Drain System stating the
the Big Cicero Creek Drain to him for reconstruction and detailed

for Partial Reconstruction of Big Cicero Creek

Board réferred
the proposed plan.

.

‘

1
’

-

On Septémber 15, 2017, the Board Secretary executed an affidavit indicating she
mailed ﬁotices

to

landowners affected 0f a hearing t0

all

landowners assessed the
‘

Big Ciceg‘o Creek Watershed regarding the proposed partial reconstrucﬁon. The
I
é

Secretary also ran a Notice in the newspaper indicating that the reconstruction

report of the surveyor and schedule of assessments were available for public
inspectibn.

'

[

1
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9.

On Septq‘lnber' 20, 2017, after timely notice to the public regarding reconstruction
and future maintenance assessment, the Board held a public
hearing regarding the surveyor’s reconstruction report and schedule of
assessmehts for a reconstruction project on the Big Cicero Creek drain.
allocating current

10.

The record indicates

that prior to the September 20, 2017 hearing, the

Board

received 59 written remonstrances to the reconstruction project, representing .003

percent of the lots and 11.31 percent of the total acreage.

11.

At the September 20, 2017, public hearing, Board President Mark Heirbrandt
announc'ed the Board’s intent to educate the public regarding the beneﬁts of the
project, Stating, in relevant part:

We’re going to

start this public

presentations to the Board

and

hearing process with a number 0f
to the public,

and

we thought that this

would be a good way to start to provide some education about the process
that we went through and the evaluation of the different projects to help.
to provide the best

12.

beneﬁt that we could to the citizens in the watershed.

The recqrd reveals the Board had an engineering firm conduct a study, which
ultimately proposed a number of reconstruction options the Drainage Board
considefed. Also, the record reveals that in 2017, the Board ordered an
independent study of the reconstruction options and costs. Finally, as revealed in
the transcript of the September 20, 201 7, public hearing, three

(3)

;

experts gave

and public at the September 20, 2017, hearing about
the proposed reconstrubtion project and benefits of the proposed reconstruction.
One expert, Jeff Fox of Banning Engineering, spoke at the September 20, 2017,
presentations t0 the Board

hearingvabout the benefits of the project, stating, in relevant part:

So, as far as the beneﬁts of the project go, the

works are primarily an

going to be accomplished by reducing
the stresses 0n the bank, flattening the slopes, implementing stabilization
erosion reduction project. So this

is

measures, reducing scour, and then thus ultimately producing a reduced

sediment volume being contributed to the downstream areas, and then
a:lso ultimately resulting in lower costs to the Board for maintenance

Works

that will be along this stretch.

1

Another kind of secondary benefit would be a reduction in ﬂood duration
fpr up to two days, and again, in this particular case it would be an
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1

!

|
>

i

upstream area. In this particular case we‘ll see more effective drainage and
a reduction to impacts of inundated areas, be they properties or roadway
aréas.
[

13.

At the conclusion of the September

20, 2017, public hearing, the

Board approved

and adopted the surveyor's reconsh‘uction findings and proposed a schedule of
'

assessmepts.

14.

On October 10, 2017, the Petitioners timely ﬁled a Petition-for Judicial Review of'
the Boarcﬁ's September 20, 2017 decision. Specifically, in their Verified Petition for

)

Judicial Review, the Petitioners contended:
a.

b.
C.

The Board should be disbanded;
The Surveyor has a Conﬂict of Interest;
The proposed reconstruction is not practicable and will not benefit the entire
watershed;

The

Cost,

I

damages, and expense of the pr oposed reconstruction of the drain

will exceed beneﬁts that

wﬂl result to the assessed owners,

The proposed reconstruction project will not be

of public utility to all the area

of land assessed as beneﬁted;

Landowners were misled by the Board that they would not be assessea for
this project;

Engiﬁeering Expenses were paid out of the Maintenance Fund;

The Boardlfailed to properly classify the drain;
The assessment amounts were intentionally overstated to accumulate funds
for an ulterior use;
The use of a percentage of the maintenance funds t0 pay for a reconstruction
project
k.

is

being deliberately misapplied in this case;

The proposed financing of the project is not in compliance with Indiana Law;
and
The proposed assessment is unfair and contrary to law.
.

1.

15.

On August 21, 2018, the Petitioners filed their Brief and a Supplemental Record,
of Big Cicero Creek. On October 8, 2018, the Respondents ﬁled their Motiori to
Strike and a Response Brief. On October 23, 2018, the Petitioners filed their Reply
B1ief. On January 31, 2019, intervenors, Mark Manier, Jim Mullins, and Dennis
Henderson, filed their brief 1n support of the Petitioners. On February 5, 2019, a
hearing was held on the Petitioners' Request
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for-

Judicial Review.

}

I

f

CONCLUSIONS 0F LAW
Based

on; the

above findings of fact and Indiana law,

this court

has reached the

following conclusions of law:
1.

ﬁnd that an agency decision is arbitrary and capricious it must find
that such decision was ”made Without any consideration of the facts and lacks
any basis that may lead a reasonable person to make the same decision made by
Comm‘ r, Ind. Dept of
the admimstrative agency. Indiana—Kentucky Elec Corp.
For a court to

'0.

Envtl.

Mgmt, 820 N.E.2d 771, 776

or capriciously

if its

App.

(Ind. Ct.

2005).

An agency acts arbitr arily

action constitutes a willful or unreasonable action, without

and circumstances of the case, or
without some basis that would lead a reasonable and honest person to such
action. Indiana Bd. ofPharmacy v. Crick, 433 N.E.2d 32, 39 (Ind. Ct. App. 1982).
consideration and in disregard of the facts

2.

Statutory construction requires
their plain

When interpreting a statute, to give the words

meaning and to consider the

statute as a Whole.

West v. Oﬁice 0f

Indiana Secretary OfState, 54 N.E. 3d, 349 (2016).

3.

Additioﬁally, sections of an act should be read together in order that no part is
if it

City 0f Carmel

865 N.E. 2d 612.

Indiana Drainage
4.

can be harmonized With the remainder 0f the statute.

rendered meaningless
v. Steele,

Law

The Indiana Drainage statute, IC 36-9-27-1 to -114 (2007), establishes an extensive
and detailed regulatory scheme for addressing drainage issues. Crowel v. Marshall
County Drainage

Bd.,

971 N.E.2d 638, 639-40 (Ind. 2012).

It

creates a drainage

board in each county, IC 36-9-27-4, and gives the board jurisdiction over all
regulated drains in the respective county, except as otherwise provided by the

The Drainage Law vests these boards with
comprehensive regulatory authority to construct, reconstruct, and maintain
public drains t0 alleviate problems associated With ﬂooding, wetlands, and other
1C 36-9—27—15.

statute,

Id.

at 640.

accumulated surface water. IC 36- 9- 27-38

5.

to ~69. Id.

IC 36- 9-2744 governs the c1eati0n of joint drainage boards. In addition
subsection

(f)

of section 14 of the Drainage

Law states

that a joint

board

ls

and procedures of a board that serves one (1)
county; land (2) the rightsvand remedies of owners affected by the proceedings 0f
a boardfthat serves one (1) county.
‘

governed by the powers,

duties,

I

l
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6.

Pursuantgto section 107 of the Drainage Law, the procedure governing judicial

review

ofl

drainage board decisions depends on the nature of the challenge.

Crowel, 971 N.E.2d at 652.

The

drainage board decisions.

Id. at

statute provides
653.

If

two

tracks for judicial review of

a petitioner claims that the benefits

attributed to his or her land are excessive or that the

Board erred in attributing

damages! he 0r she must proceed under subsection (a). Id. In a subsecﬁon (a)
proceeding, the trial court or a jury considers the evidence and determines
whether, {as a matter of fact, the benefits attributed to the petitioner's property are
excessive]. .Id.

However,‘subsection

plight of the petitioner so

(b)

proceedings do not concern the individual

much as they concern Whether the drainage board

complied with the requirements of the

record developed before the drainage board

In this matter, Petitioners

subsection

(b) of

have ﬁled

-

the

trial

are decided solely

on the

court does not hear any

much like an appellate court. Id.

evidence‘ibut simply examines the record,

7.

They

statute. Id.

their Petition for Judicial

IC 36-9—27—107, that the Board‘s September

Review under

20,

2017 decision was

unlawfui, and this court entered an order to that effect directing the parties to ﬁle
the record With the court. Therefore, pursuant to the explicit dictates of IC 36-9—

maynot consider the cause de novo, but shall only consider
the cause upon the record made before the board and filed with the court;
27—107(b), this court

8.

IC 36-9—27—106, Which governs Petitions for Judicial Review of the Drainage

Law

orders states, in relevant part:

(a)

Any owner of land affected by a finaI order or determination of.

a board

is

entitled to judicial

review of that order or deterrm'nation

in the circuit or superior court of the county in Which the board
located.

The owner must file

is

in the court a petition:

complained

(1)

setting out the order or determination

(2)

alleging specifically that the order or determination

0f;

and
‘

arbitrary, capricious, unlawful, or not

substantial evidence;
37-4-4.

If

and pay

is

supported by

the fee required under IC

the order or determination to be appealed

33:

was

made by a joint board, the petition must be filed in the

‘

circuit or

sup erior court of the county that elected the

surveyor

Who serves as an ex

ofﬁcio

member

of the joint

board.
(b)

A petition for judicial review under subsection (a) must be ﬁled

within twenty

(20)

days

after:
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by the board that the
order 01' determination has been made; or
(2) the order or determination was served 0n the person
seeking the judicial review; if the order was served on thalt
(1)

‘

r

the date 0f publication of notice

person.

Formation 0f thé Big Cicero Creek Drainage Board
9.

Petitioneﬁ contend that the ﬁrst formal meeting of the Board took place 0n

October

23, 1991,

but the notices required pursuant t0 IC 86-9-27-14(a) were sent
'on

August 19, 1991. Therefore, the Board's first
meeting {00k place 35 days after the meeting was required to take place.
out to the affected counties

10.

IC 36-9-27-106, which governs Petitions for Judicial Review, requires Petitions for
Judicial

Review

by the board

to

be filed Within twenty

(20)

days

that the order or determination has

after the publication of notice

been made.

pursuant to the Indiana Drainage Law, Petitioners had 20 days after

11. Therefoﬁe,

the publication 0f the October 23, 1991 Order establishing the Board to challenge
the Order.

12. Petitioners

have failed to present evidence establishing that all Petitioners were

unable to timely acquire the notices or challenge the formation Order. Petitioners

were abLe

to acquire the notices

when seeking them to oppose the September 20,

2017 recOnstruction order. Therefore, the court concludes that Petitioners
challengé to the Board‘s formation under the judicial review process

is

time-

barred as Petitioners failed t0 ﬁle a Petition for Judicial Review Within 20 days.
13.

Furthermore, the Petitioners timely filed their Petition for Judicial Review to
challenge the Board‘s September 20, 2017 Order. Therefore, section 107(b) of the

Drainage Law requires
exclusively
Petitioners

this court to

consider and determine this cause

upon the record made before the Board and filed With the court. The
do not allege, nor have they provided any evidence, that these

allegedly late notices were provided to the Board at

they were ever considered by the Board

at

any prior hearing

or that

any point in conjunction with the

Board's decision t0 approve the reconstruction report and scheduled
assessménts. In fact, the

first

appearance of these notices in regard t0 the

reconstrﬁction project was in the Petitioners' August 31, 2018, Supplemental

Record bf the Big Cicero Creek. As these notices were not part of the record
before the Board in consideration 0f the reconstruction project under judicial
review, {hey cannot be considered.
Page 1o
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J

14. In additiom to the

procedural failures of the Petitioners’ argument regarding the
"

formatioﬁ of the Board, the alleged August 19, 1991 notices ﬁled With the court

'

by the Petitioners 1n a Supplemental Record of Big Cicero contain hearsay, are
uncertified and unauthenticated and are otherwise untrustworthy. As the
Indiana Drainage

Law does not authorize the parties to conduct discovery,

conduct depositions of witnesses, 0r conduct a
Judicial

Review based on subsection

Law, these alleged

(b) of

trial,

in relation to a Petition for

a section 107 of the Indiana Drainage

notices cannot be considered as evidence

context of a Petition for Iudicial Review under subsection

by the court in the

(b) of

section 107 of the

Indiana Drainage Law.

Even if this court ignored the procedural deﬁciencies described above With the
alleged notices filed with the court, this court finds that Indiana law does not
support Petitioner' s request to disband the Board 27 years after its creation over
allegedly defective notices. Even if true, the Petitioners' claims are barred by the;

15.

jd'octrine 50f laches as Petitioners'

Board

inexcusable and

is

27-year delay in challenging the formation 0f

the Board has operated for 27 years, completing

maintenénce and reconstruction projects 0n the drain, collecting maintenance
funds, and has entered into a variety» of contracts
it

and other obligations such that

would be prejudiced by a disbandment. See SMDﬁmd,

Inc. v. Fort

Wayne-Allen

County Azrport Auth, 831 N.E.2d 725, 727 (Ind. 2005),
16. Therefore, this court

concludes that Petitioners‘ Cdntenﬁon that the Board

improperly formed due
the court on Petitioners'

to

improper notice

is

Petition for Judicial

was

not supported by the record before

Review and this basis for judicial

review i5 hereby denied.

Surveyor Conflict of Interest

Peﬁﬁonérs contend that the Tipton County Surveyor, Jason Henderson, had a

17.

conﬂict 6f interest due to his status as an "ex officio”
his

‘

g
l

member of the Board and

é

i

ownership of property in the watershed Which rendered the Board's

September

20,

by substantial

2017 decision as arbitrary, capricious, unlawful, or not supported
evidence.

The

Petitioners contend that

due

to the surveyor' s status

an ex ?officio member of the Board, he should have recused himself'pursuant
to subsection 12(b) of the Indiana Drainage Law.
as

18.
-

The Indiana Drainage Law is careful to refer to the surveyor's role on the board
as an "ex officio" member of the board. Every time the surveyor‘s role on the
board ismen’doned throughout the Drainage Law, it is referred to as an "ex—
l

I

i

\

l
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f

on the board.

officio" roFIe

Yet, subsection 12(b) does not

mention ”ex

officio"

members iof the board, only members of the board. This court concludes that if
there wer‘e no differences between members of the board and “ex oﬁficio"
memberspf the board, then the Indiana Drainage Statute would have no need to
distinguisfh the titles as it would be redundant.
19.

Furthermore, Subsection 14(b)(3) states that the surveyor in a joint board has the
I

same

duties,

powers, and responsibilities the county surveyor would have

proposed reconstruction lays solely within one county. Subsection 5(a),
"Composition

of Boards“, states that "the county surveyor serves

if

the

titled

on the board as
‘

an ex

offibio,

nonvoting member."

any evidence that the surveyor in this matter actually
’
voted at the Board's September 20, 2017, or that he improperly carried out his
duties. Therefore, this court concludes that the surveyor did not have a conﬂict of

20. Petitioners failed t0 present

interest rendering the Board's

September 20, 2017's decision as arbitrary,

capricious, unlawful, or not supported

by substantial evidence.

Engineering Paid Out of the Maintenance Fund
21. Petitioners

contend the Board misuséd the maintenance fund in Violation 0f

Section 45 of the Drainage Statute by paying engineering expenses out of the

maintenance fund, rendering its September
capricious, unlawful, or not supported

22. Section

45 of the Indiana Drainage

20,

2017 decision as arbitrary,

by substantial evidence.

Law stateé,

in relevant part:

a maintenance fund established under section 44 0f this chapter

is

subject

to the use of the board for the necéssary or proper repair, maintenance,

study, or evaluation of the particular drain or combination of drains,

Which may be done whenever the board, upon the recommendation
county surveyor, finds that it is necessary. The payment for all such
maintenance work shall be

made out of the

of the

appropriate maintenance

fund.

23. This court

concludes the record before the court demonstrates that the payment‘

of engineering expenses regarding the reconstruction project

was necessary for

the study or evaluation 0f the drain, and as the explicit language 0f section 45
the Indiana Drainage

of‘

Law allows maintenance funds to be used for the study or!

evaluatipn of drains, the payment of engineering expenses from the maintenance
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fund

did} not

render the Board's September 20, 2017's decision as arbitrary,

capricious, unlawful, or not supported

Classification
24.

by

substantial evidence.

Qf The Drain

Peﬁﬁonérs contend the Board

failed. to classify the

drain as in need of
I

Reconstﬁuction as prescribed by IC 36-9—27—34 rendering the B6ard's September
20, 2017's decision as arbitrary, capricious, unlawful, or

not supported by

substantial evidence.

25.

Subsection

(b) of

Section 35 of the Indiana Drainage

Law states that the Drainage

may adopt the classifications and order of work priority of the county
surveyor 0r may modify them.
Board

26.
’

The record of the Big Cicero Creek,

filed

With

this

court

0n December 22, 2017,

contains the Surveyor' s Report, dated August 16, 2017, (Record page 1) over one
the public hearing. The Surveyor' s Report states the ”Big Cicero

month p:rior to

Creek Joint Drainage Board, having referred the above stated regulated drain for
:econstrﬁcﬁon of to
27. This

me for preparation of the reconstruction report

"

record 0f the Big-Cicero Creek demonstrates that the Board referred the

As subsection (b) pf Section 35 allows
classification and work priority of the drains,
Board properly classiﬁed the drain as in need of

drain f0? reconstruction to the surveyor.

é

the Board to adopt or modify the
this

document indicates the

3
r

‘

reconstruction prior t0 the public hearing. Therefore, this court concludes the

!

E

Board properly classified the drain'1n need of reconstruction as prescribed by IC
36-9-27-34 and did not render the Board' s September 20, 2017‘s decision as

2

'

!

arbitrary, capricious, unlawful, or not

supported by substantial evidence.

;

2014 Maintenance Assessment Increase
28. Petitioners

claim that in 2014, the Board intentionally overstated the cost of

periodic maintenance and improperly increased the maintenance assessment in
2014, théreby rendering the Board‘s September 20, 2017's decision as arbitrary,
capricious, unlawful, or not

29.

supp orted by substantial evidence.

An exammation of the Supplemental Record of the Big Cicero Creek ﬁled by
Board conducted a public hearing on July 23, 2014, at
Which meeting the Board discussed a maintenance increase. Petitioners admit,
and the Supplemental Record of the Big Cicero Creek reveals, that landowners
Petitioners reveals that the

»

received a notice for the maintenance increase public hearing in 2014 as required

by Secti‘lm 40
5

of the Indiana Drainage Law.
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30.

On September 17, 2014, the surveyors 0f Tipton County, Hamilton County,
Boone Cbunty and Clinton County submitted a report to the Board outlining
their request that the Board increase the maintenance assessments as they had
not beenlraised in twenty-‘one (21) years and that the solutions for solving issues
have outstripped the current maintenance funds and were not adequate to keep

up with £he maintenance needs-of the drain. The surveyors
Board increase the limitation on the maintenance fund up

also requested the

t0 8 times the

annual

maintenance assessment as allowed in Section 43 0f the Indiana Drainage Code

would allow the Board to utilize maintenance funds

pay or
partially pay for future reconstruction projects as Section 45.5 of the Drainage
Code allowed a transfer of up to 75% of the maintenance fund to pay for
as this

reconstruction projects
projects

31.

and

to fully

eliminate assessments for future reconstruction

9n Big Cicero Creek.

On October 17, 2014, the R'ecord filed With this court indicates Notice was sent t0
landowﬁers

stating, in relevant part

"You are hereby notiﬁed that the

maintenance report of the Tipton, Hamilton, Boone

and

the schedule of assessments

8:

Clinton County Surveyors

made by the Big Cicero Creek Drainage Board

have been ﬁled and are available for public inspection in the

offices of the Tipton,

The notice also provided a
Hamilton, Boone
website link t0 the Surveyors' Report to the Board. The Notice also stated that a
public hearing was scheduled for November 19, 2014, on the maintenance report
8: Clinton County Surveyors."

and schedule
32.

of assessments.

The Board held a public hearing on November 19, 2014, and issued "Written
Findings and Order" adopting and approving the maintenance report and
schedule of assessments as reported by the County surveyors in their report.

38. Therefore, Petitioners‘ claims that the

Board misled the public regarding the 2014

simply not supported by the record ﬁled with this court.
The 2014 Surveyor's Report clearly indicates the reasons for raising the

maintenance increase

is

maintenance assessments and

its

maintenance to fund future reconstruction projects
notified; of the existence

34.

and location

of the report.

Howevér, this court concludes that regardless
maﬁntegance increase, Subsection
states that

”if

judicial

75% of the excess
and each landowner was

intentions to transfer

of the reasons for the 2014

(h) 0f~Section

4O of the Indiana Drainage

review of the findings and order of the board

requested under section 106

is

Law

not

[IC 36—9—27—1 06] of this chapter Within twenty {20)
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f
é

days aftef the date of publication of the notice, the order becomes conclusive."
The evidence before the court does not reveal that Petitioners filed for judicial

review oﬁ the Board's 2014 Order increasing the maintenance assessment at any
point prior to this pending Petition for Judicial Review filed in 2017.
35. This couft
is

concludes that Petitioners‘ challenge to the 2014 maintenance increase

an impermissible attempt to

collaterally attack the Board's

maintenance assessments. The Indiana Drainage

2014 decision 0n

Law explicitly required a

Review to Challenge the 2014 Maintenance Increase Order t0

Petition for Judicial

be filed Within twenty

(20) days.

As

the record reveals that n0 petition for judicial

review was filed in 2014, 'the Petitioners cannot now challenge the maintenance
increase over three
to

now be

(3)

years later as the Indiana Drainage

Law requires the order

"conclusive", regardless of the reasons for the maintenance increase.

To hold otherwise would subject the Board’s prior orders

t0 endless attacks

and

contravene the plain language 0f the Indiana Drainage Law.

Use

of Excess Maintenance

36. Petitioners

Funds

for Reconstruction

contend the Board's decision to traﬁsfer 75% of the excess

maintenance fund to the reconstruction fund to fund the proposed
reconstruction was improper, thereby rendering the Board's September 20, 2017,
decision as arbitrary, capricious, unlawful, or not supported by substantial
evidence.

37. Section 45.5 0f the Indiana

(a)

Drainage

This section applies

Law states:

when a county surveyor advises the drainage

board that in the county surveyor's opinion a maintenance fund has a
balance in excess of the

amount reasonably needed in that fund for

maintenance work in the foreseeable future.
(b)

The board may transfer an amount up

to a

l

maximum of seventy—ﬁve

percent (75%) of the

money in the maintenance fund to a reconstruction

fujnd that covers the

same watershed

the

as the maintenance fund

from which

money is uansferred.

language of Section 45.5 of the Indiana Drainage Law,
Petitiongrs contend the maintenance fund "was intentionally augmented to

38. Despite, :the explicit

by assessing all landowners in the watershed an amount four
(4) times; what they had been previously paying" and that "maintenance funds
cannot b? increased as a plan to use for the cost of a reconstruction." Petitioners
create the excess
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contend fhe application of Section 45.5 "was only intended When an excess was
created by the routine collection of assessments."

have failed to

39. Petitionérs

cite to

any authority for these opinions of their

Law

interpretation of the legislative intent. Section 45.5 of the Indiana Drainage
is silent

0n the reasons a drainage board may have an excess

in the

‘

maintenance

fund.

40.

This coui‘t concludes that Section 43 0f the Drainage
legislature' s intent to

Law does reveal the

allow the Board to create an excess in the maintenance

fund. Section 43 grants a drainage board discretion 1n collecting a maintenance

assessment even if the assessment would mcrease the maintenance fund balance
to four

(4)

times the annual cost of periodic maintenance or

up

to

up

to eight (8)
V

times thé annual cost of periodic maintenance (as Iong'as a public hearing

is

held).
l

41. This court

concludes that Section 43 of the Indiana Drainage

Law demonstrates

the legislature' s intent to allow a Board to create an excess in the maintenance

fund
(8)

as allowing a drainage

board

to collect

times the annual cost of maintenance

is

maintenance assessments up to eight

necessarily going t0 create

an excess.

argument that only maintenance assessment excesses created in the
routine éollection of assessments were the legislature's intent cannot be squared
with this provision of the Drainage Law allowing the Board to increase the
Petitioners’

v

maintenhnce assessment up to

(8)

I

times the amount of routine maintenance

assessménts. Clearly, the législature

was allowing the Board to create substantial

maintenance excesses.
42. Since the Indiana legislature also drafted section 45.5 0f the

these sections 0f the Indiana Drainage

Drainage statute,

Law demonstrate the legislature's intent to

allow up to 75% 0f the maintenance fund excess created (by allowing up 8 times
of maintenance assessments to be collected) to be transferred to the
reconstruction fund. Therefore, this court concludes the Board's transfer
of the maintenance assessments to the reconstruction fund

Indiana Drainage

o'f

75%

was lawful under the

Law and it does not render the Board's September 20, 2017,

decision: as arbitrary, capricious, unlawful, or

not supported by substantial

evidence.

All

Members

6f the Watershed Would Benefit

43. Petitionérs

From the Reconstruction

contend the proposed reconstruction project will not beneﬁt

landowhers in the watershed because the proposed reconstruction
Page 16 of21

is

all

conﬁned

to

l

l

a geographical area of 13,700 linear

feet. Petitioners

contend that

"it is

common

sense thét property owners upstream from a reconstruction project would not
derive any beneﬁt from a reconstruction project that occurs

downstream from

V

their property."

44. In

Crowel

v.

Marshall Cty. Drainage Bd., the Marshall

County Drainage Board

assessed icosts to Crowel for the reconstruction of a regulated drain that did not

touch his property, and in turn, he timely filed a petition for judicial review. 971
N. E. 2d at 641. Crowel's property sat at the high end of the drain s watershed and
t

had not ﬂooded'1n the past. Id. Thus, Crowel argued that he would
receive a:losolutely n0 benefits from the reconstructed drain because his land does
his propérty

not ﬂood.

He further argued that the drainage board cannot, as a matter 0f law,

‘

beneﬁt to his land solely by virtue of the fact that his surface runoff
contributes to the ﬂooding of the lowlands and drains into the regulated drain.
attributeia

Id at 633— 634.

45.

The Indiana Supreme-Court, however, rejected Crowel's argument that his land
did not benéfit from the reconstruction. In so doing, the court reviewed section
50 of theidrainage statute, Which allows the board to consider the factors

'

'1

contained in section 112 of the Drainage statuté. In looking at section 112, the
Crowel Court determined that the statute contemplates that a parcel of land at the

high end of a watershed thathas adequate drainage due to natural surface-Water
runoff can be benefited by the reconstruction of a regulated drain at the lower

The Court reasoned that the fact that the
Legislahire included the criteria seen in section 112 0n the list expresses the
end of the watershed.

Id.

at 646.

Legislature' s understanding that all property in a watershed

drain serving that area is reconstructed, as well as

assessment across

all

its

0f those beneﬁted properties Id

ls

benefited

intent to spread the

The Court concluded

the apphpable statutes permit a drainage board to conclude that

whose

Stilrface

water ﬂows

into a regulated drain are benefited

reconstrugtion of that drain.

Id. at

46. Petitionqrs further-contend the

particulér to

However,

all

2004), th'e Indiana

v.

all

that

landowners-

by the

647.

Board

failed to bring forth evidence 0f benefits

property. owners as required

in Clause

When aE

by section 50

of the Drainage code“

Noble County Drainage Bd., 809 N.E.2d 849 (Ind. Ct. App.

‘.

Court 0f Appeals noted that nothing in secﬁon 39 (schedule of

assessme‘nts) or section 112 (benefits

board may consider in determining benefits

or damages) of the Drainage statute requires the Board to explain or identify the
specific benefits to

each acre or

tract of affected

land Likewise, this court

concludes that the language of section‘50 does not require the Board to explain or
4
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}

‘

identify

{the

was

f

under section 112 or otherwise.

considerged

47. Despite bot
this comft

speciﬁc benefits t0 éach acre or tractof affected land that

being required to explain or identify specific benefits, as in Clouse,

g

concludes that the Record of the Big Cicero Creek indicates that the

i

Board did carefully consider the options and benefits of the proposed
reconstruction. At the September 20, 2017, Board President Mark Heirbrandt

opened fhe public hearing announcing its intent

to educate the public regarding
‘

the benefits of the project:

We're going to

start this public

hearing process With a number of

and we thought that this
Would be a good way to start to provide some education about the process
that we went through and the evaluation of the different projects to help
presentations to the Board

and

t6 provide the best benefit that

48. Furtherrinore, the

t0 the public,

we could to the citizens in the watershed.

Record reveals that the Board had an engineering firm conduct

a large situdy, which ultimately proposed a large

number

of reconstruction

options {he Board considered. Also, in 2017, the Board ordered an independent

study of the reconstruction options and
transcript of the

costs. Finally, as

revealed in the

September 20, 2017, public hearing, three experts gave

and public at the September 20, 2017, hearing about
the proposed reconstruction project and benefits of the proposed reconstruction.
One expert, Ieff Fox of Banning Engineering, spoke at the hearing about the
presentations to the Board

benefits

iof

the project, stating

among others, in relevant part:

t

w

Sb, as far as the beneﬁts of the pfoject go, the

efosion reduction-project. So this

is

works

are primarily

an

going to be accomplished by reducing

on the bank, ﬂattening the slopes, implementing stabilization
measures, reducing scour, and then thus ultimately producing a reduced
sediment volume being contributed to the downstream areas, and then
also ultimately resulting in lower costs to the Board for maintenance
works that will be along this stretch.
the stresses

Another kind of secondary beneﬁt would be a feduction in ﬂood duration
fér up to two days, and again, in this particular case it would be an

upstream area. In this particular case we'll see more

effective drainage

a Ereduction to impacts of inundated areas, be they properties or
areas.
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and

roadway

i

l

49. This court concludes that the reduction in

Fox

is

a beneﬁt for

all

maintenance costs explained by Mr.

landowners, as each landowner pays maintenance

‘

assessments used in maintenance projects. Furthermore, Mr. Fox explains the

beneﬁts of reduced sediment downstream for landowners. And, as the Court in
Crowel eﬁcplains, the drainage board can conclude

all

landowners upstream

Whose surface water ﬂows into a regulated drain, and causes the
this stretch Where reconstruction is

now necessary,

stresses

are also benefited

reconstruction of the drain. Therefore, this court concludes

adequately considered and explained the beneﬁts to

all

that ~the

along

by the

Board

property owners in the

L

.Watershgd.

Schedule of Assessments
50.

The Indiana Supreme Court has held that "uniform per—acre assessments are not‘
per—se invalid." Crowel, 971 N.E.2d at 651. However, here, Petitioners contend
that the schedule of assessments prepared by the Board for the reconstruction
project Was unlawful. Petitioners argue that the landowners were misled by the
Board that they would not be assessed for the reconstruction project. Specifically,
Petitioners argue that all the landowners were improperly told they would be
assessed $0 for the reconstruction because the Drainage Board planned to fund
the reconstructing using excess maintenance funds. Petitioners contend this

procedure runs afoul of the requirements of section 50 of the Drainage Statute.

landowners in the watershed

Petitionefs also argue that uniformly assessing all

$0 also runs afoul of Section 50 0f the Drainage statute.

51.

Howevef,

this court,

having already determined that the Board was entitled to

fund to the reconstruction fund, which would
fund the ‘reconsﬂuction, concludes that it was not improper for the Board to
transfer

75%

of the maintenance

provide the landowners with a $0 assessment.
52. If the

Drainage

Law allows 75%

of the excess maintenance

fund to the

reconsh‘uction fund, then the Board Will necessarily have excess reconstruction

funds

to

éxpend on a reconstruction.

[f

the Board

is

landowner for reconstruction projects, despite the

required to assess the speciﬁc

availability of excess

i

reconstruction funds, then the Board's excess reconstruction funds could never

be used This would render Section 45. 5 of the Indiana Drainage

Law

meaningless, a disfavored interpretation of statutes in Indiana The watershed's

landownels were already assessed via the maintenance assessment, Whose excess
is now belling converted t0 reconstruction funds pursuant to section 45.5 of the
Drainagejcode. Therefore, an additional schedule of assessments for the
reconstrufction is not necessary or required. Thus, this court concludes that the
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Board's $0 assessment to the landowners for the reconstruction project was not
arbitrary; capricious, unlawful, 0r not supported by substantial evidence.

Financing of ﬁfe Reconstruction Project
53. Finally, Petitioners

argue that the Board's proposed financing of the project is not

in compliance with Indiana law. Specifically, the Petitioners argue that

Board ﬁnds that the amount
the

0f a reconstruction project exceeds the

owners can pay over a five

Board

to resolve to sell

(5)

bonds per IC 36-9—27-94(a).“
is “totally

"the

amount that

years period, then the only recourse 'is for the

because this mandatory statutory procedure
financing of the project

if

to sell

Petitioners contend that

bonds was not followed, the

contradictory to the provisions of the Indiana

Drainage‘Code."

54.

IC 36-9-27-94(a)

(a)

states:

Whenever the board determineé by resolution spread upon its minutes

that the cost of constructing 0r reconstructing a particular drain

excess of that

amount that the owners

0f land to be assessed

conveniently pay in installments over a five

(5)

year period,

is

in

may
it

shall

authorize the sale 0f bonds to finance the construction 0r reconstruction.

55.

While Secﬁon 94

of the

Drainage Statute requires the Board to issue bonds t0

finance certain reconstruction projects, this section only requires the Board to

authorize lthe sale 0f bonds

When the Board determines that the cost of

amount that owners of land to be assessed may
convemeﬁtly pay in installments over a ﬁve (5) year period. This court concludes
reconstruction

is

in excess-of the

the legislative intent of this section

is facially clear. Its

purpose

is

t0 prevent

landowners assessed for a reconstruction project from having outrageously high
assessmeﬁts for an expensive reconstruction project being amortized over a short
K

five-year period.

56.

Here, the court concludes the landowners were properly assessed $0 for the

proposed reconstruction due to the unambiguously permissible transfer of excess
I

I

maintenaﬁce funds to the reconstruction to cover the cost of the reconstruction.
Therefore,;with a proper $0 assessment to the assessed landowners for the
recortstrudﬁon, 'm this case, there

assessment was more than the

was no need for the Board to determine that the
amount the assessed landowners can conveniently

pay in installments over a five

(5)

94 of the Drainage Statute, there
of

bonds

year period. Consequently, pursuant t0 section

was no need for the Board

t9 finance the reconstruction.
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to authorize the sale

ALL 0F WHICH Is ORDERED THIS 37"} DAY of

"fhe

M

0
51

,

2019.

Honorable Maixkimdley,
Special Judge, Tipton Circuit Court
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